Foundation Phase suggested home learning tasks - Do Superheroes wear capes?
Here are some suggested home learning tasks that we encourage are carried out with your child at home. Your
child can carry out the tasks at their own pace with family and friends but we recommend to complete the four
corners weekly. Remember to bring your home learning in to share your hard work with your friends. Enjoy!
Language, Literacy and Communication-

Numeracy and Mathematics-

Take pictures of you being a
‘superhero’ at home carrying
responsibilities in the home e.g. tidying
your room, washing the dishes, helping
to do the shopping.
You could write a sentence to explain
the picture.

Make a list/ table of traits or
characteristics comparing a villian
(baddie) with a hero (goodie).

Who is your hero? You could bring a
picture of them into class and explain
to the class who your superhero is and
why. You could even write a sentence/
paragraph about why you chose them.

Design on paper or a computer a new
superhero to join the Avengers or DC.
Ensure this superhero has a name, a
special power and a fabulous costume.
You may want to add labels and write a
small paragraph explaining how your
superhero can help!

Talk to ‘somebody who helps us’ in the
local community/ family member and
interview them about the heroic things
they do to help people in Llantwit
You could film this interview or record
your findings by writing them on
Hwb/paper.

Plan and create a healthy lunch fit for
a superhero that you can bring into
school. Make sure you take a trip to
the shops with an adult to locate the
healthy items and use money to pay for
the items independently or with adult
support. You could include the prices on
your healthy lunch design and show
your friends how you worked out the
total cost. Did you get any change?

Numeracy and Mathematics-

Use information books and the internet
to find out about Record World
holders and their superhuman
achievements.
Tell us which record holder event is
your favourite and explain why.

Make up your own song or rhyme about
a superhero. You could sing about their
strengths and skills to promote them
and how they help the community.

Language, Literacy and Communication-

• Practise reading your school reading
books regularly at home with a
grown. Ask them to comment in your
yellow reading record too.

•
•

Learn to recall the pairs of numbers
that make 10/20 and double facts
up to 15.
Practise my number facts by
revisiting challenges on
‘ActiveLearn

Make a model of a superhero- you
could use, cardboard boxes, modelling
dough, loose parts, Lego.

• Learn your 2, 5 and 10 times tables.
You may want to use some of the
catchy YouTube songs to help you
become confident counting in 2s, 5s
and 10s.
(Search counting in 2s/5s/10s to

find the Youtube songs)

• Become more confident at reading
your word walls at speed. Challenge
yourself to learn how to spell some
of these tricky words too.

